
 

 
 
 
 
 

Stewards Report 04/02/2023 
 
 
Going: Good to Firm, Firm in places 

Track:  Outer 

Rail: True 

Stalls: 1400m & 2000m Inside – 1000m & 2800m Middle – 2200m 
Outside 

 
Non-Runners:  R2 – KAASIB (IRE) 
   R6 – SEHOOL 
   R6 – JOHN DUNN 
   R6 – MURJANI  
   R8 – ZYMYRAN (GB) 
 
    
Fixture Note 

SAKHR trained by Haider Ebrahim failed a stalls test for the second consecutive 
occasion. The trainer was informed that should SAKHR fail a stalls test for a 
third consecutive time, the gelding would not be eligible to take a further test 
for a period of time.  
SPEED CHANCE (IRE) had successfully passed the stalls test and is eligible to 
race. 
 
 
Race 1 - 01:40 PM 
WAHO CUP 
 
Ebrahim Nader the rider of MUSANNAN 1811 the winner was suspended for 
one meeting dated 17/02/2023 for using his whip with excessive frequency in 
the home straight, including once after the finishing line.  
Ali Sabri the rider of MUSANNAN M908 unplaced was cautioned for using his 
whip when he could not improve his placing in the home straight. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Race 2 - 02:05 PM 
(IMPORTED) 
 
Permission was given to DARK JADE (GB) to wear ear plugs which were 
removed at the start. KAASIB (IRE) trained by Ali Abdulmajeed, top weight for 
this race was withdrawn on the morning of the race. The trainer informed the 
Regulatory Veterinary Officer (RVO) that the gelding had been cast in the night 
and was lame. The RVO confirmed that when examined KAASIB (IRE) was 
found to have a swollen fetlock, which was consistent with being cast and was 
5/10 lame. 
DUKONO (GB) ridden by Hussain Asghar ran free in the early stages of the race. 
 
Race 3 - 02:30 PM 
(LOCAL BRED) 
 
Nothing to report. 
 
Race 4 - 02:55 PM 
(LOCAL BRED) 
 
Permission was given to HAWAA, OVERSEAS, NOON and GHAARAH to be 
mounted from the pre parade ring. 
 
Race 5 - 03:20 PM 
ROYAL GOLF CLUB 
 
Permission was given to NAYSLAYER (IRE) to be mounted from the pre parade 
ring. 
Salem Alajmi the rider of AL BARG (IRE) unplaced was fined BD 50 for using his 
whip when he could not improve his placing from inside the 400-meter marker.  
 
Race 6 - 03:45 PM 
(LOCAL BRED) 
 
Permission was given to KHAWAFY and ASALAH to be mounted from the pre 
parade ring. 
Rosie Jessop was cautioned for her using the whip in an incorrect place in the 
home straight. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Race 7 - 04:10 PM 
(IMPORTED) 
 
Nothing to report. 
 
Race 8 - 04:35 PM 
(IMPORTED) 
 
The stewards held an inquiry into interference on the run to the line between 
the winner MASSAMAN (IRE) ridden by Anas Al Siyabi and TALL ORDER (IRE) 
placed 2nd ridden by Ebrahim Nader. Having heard their evidence and viewed 
video recordings of the race they cautioned Anas Al Siyabi for careless riding 
for allowing his mount to shift right away from the whip causing TALL ORDER 
(IRE) to be short of room. 
Ebrahim Nader the rider of TALL ORDER (IRE) was fined BD 50 for using his 
whip with excessive frequency in the home straight. 
 
 
Post-race horses sampled: 
 

1. MUSANNAN 1811. 

2. DECCAN WARRIOR (IRE). 

3. AAHAD. 

4. HAMIYA. 

5. AVA GO JOE (IRE). 

6. JADLAH. 

7. TARTAN CHIEF (GB). 

8. MISSION BOY (GB). 

 


